"A Good Coach improves your game, A Great coach improves your life “

A young crowd of National & International Certified Coaches will be conducting intense sports coaching programs. The coaches have represented the State & Country at National & International levels as players themselves and hence bring in a blend of both experience as a coach and as a player.

TEAM GRASSROOTS

"TALENT MEETS OPPORTUNITY"

A Grassroots Sports residential camp for 21 days which includes 3 sessions of intense training under the guidance of International and National level coaches and an opportunity to meet and explore the experiences of International Athletes.

Camp Highlights:
• Interaction with Current & Former International & National Level Players & Coaches
• Practice matches for all sports
• Day outing for the players (Amusement park)
• Players will be provided with practice kit & t-shirts.
• Players will be assessed & a progress card will be issued at the end of the camp

VENUE: JAIN INTERNATIONAL RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL

23rd April-13th May, 2017, Price- Rs. 21,000/-
Sports: Cricket, Basketball, Swimming, Football, Badminton, Tennis, Karate
Age Group: 11 Yrs - 18 Yrs

**Cricket**
- KAUNAIN ABBAS: Karnataka Ranji Player
- SUCHITH J: IPL Player
- ABDUL MAJID: KPL Player

**Basketball**
- SRINIVASA MURTHY: Asst Coach Senior Indian Basketball Team
- SHIBA MAGGON: Junior Indian Team Coach

**Swimming**
- SHREESH REDDY: International Swimmer
- POORVA SHETYE: International Swimmer

**Football**
- THOMAS JOSEPH: Mentor and Technical advisor
  Dream United Football Academy
- SHARATH KAMATH: Founder & Chief Evangelist
  Dream United Football Academy

**Badminton**
- ASWIN SATHEESHAN: National Badminton Player

**Tennis**
- SAGAR: National Tennis Player

**Karate**
- MATHEWS P RAJ: Head Coach Traditional & Sports

**A/C DETAILS**
- Current A/c No: 9092000100033301
- A/c name: Grassroots
- IFSC Code: karb0000909
- Bank: Karnataka bank
- Branch: Yelahanka
- Email ID: jgigrassroots@gmail.com

**RESIDENTIAL SUMMER CAMP-2017**

**CONTACT DETAILS**
- POORVA SHETYE: +91 7892292811 | 8861698562
- KEERTHANA R: +91 8072246039 | 9663483638
- VISHAL JAIN: +91 9738213220 | 9900631097
- AMITH RAJ: +91 9449746835 | 7892200194